LETTER OF AUTHORISATION

Complete the form below to authorise the picking up of your order at a Balenciaga Store.

When picking up the order, the authorised person must bring:
1. Copy of an identity document of the person who made the order
2. Their own valid identity document
3. Shipping confirmation email (either printed or on a mobile device)

I THE UNDERSIGNED (who made the order online)

Name and Surname: ____________________________________________
Document: _____________________________________________________
Number: _______________________________________________________   

AUTHORISE

Name and Surname: ____________________________________________
Document: _____________________________________________________
Number: _______________________________________________________ 

TO PICK UP THE ORDER

Order number*: ________________________________________________
At store: _______________________________________________________ 

* You can find the order number in the shipping confirmation email

THE PERSONAL INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS FORM WILL BE USED BY BALENCIAGA FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE PURPOSES. BALENCIAGA WILL NOT USE THIS PERSONAL INFORMATION FOR OTHER PURPOSES.

Date: __________ Customer’s signature: ___________________ Proxy’s signature: ___________________